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Wildlife Report 
 

For the month of July, Two Thousand and Fifteen 
 

    Temperature       Rainfall Recorded   Sunrise & Sunset 
 Average minimum:  13.3˚C (55.9˚F)     For the month: 4 mm              Sunrise    06:27 
 Average maximum:  24.3˚C (75.7˚F)     For the year to date: 4 mm              Sunset     17.39 

 Minimum recorded:  11.0˚C (51.8˚F)       
 Maximum recorded:  31.0˚C (87.8˚F)     
 

With four weeks until spring, it’s an exciting time of the year. The cold winter mornings will be turning into cool 
mornings with warm midday’s, well worth spending around your private plunge pool. 
 

Lions:  
As usual the lions have been busy with movements in a very erratic pattern, particularly the Mhangene pride. 
They have been a very busy pride moving vast distances in search of the large herds of buffalo and have been 

fortunate enough to encounter a few old bull buffalos, which have sufficed them well. With the ever-growing 
pride members it’s tough to keep thirteen lions content with food.  



 
 

 



Leopards: Hlabankunzi’s cub has been a real highlight this month. As he becomes more adventurous and 
confident, he is exploring his new world and making for some epic viewing. The male leopards Khashane and 
Nyeleti had a stand off for a few hours late one afternoon - we still are not sure “who won” but both have been 

seen since in prime condition, suggesting that nothing other than a reminder transpired of rules the roost! 
 

 
 
Elephants: Elephants have dominated along the Sand River for most of the month and conditions are forecast to 

get even drier in the coming months, thus this trend will hopefully continue. A young elephant playing in the 
water and trying to determine the use of its trunk is so special to watch.  
 

Buffalos: A large herd has been seen in the south moving in various directions around the available water 
sources, however the movements has been influenced by the movement of the lion pride. 
 

Hyena: Two clans of hyenas were seen intimidating the Mhangene pride as they finishing the remains of a 
buffalo carcass. The commotion of the two clans was enough to annoy the lions and they  soon became restless 
and moved away from the carcass towards Giraffe pan.  

 
Birds:  
164 species recorded.  

 

 



 
River Monsters  Article by Ross Couper 
 

Early mornings are always full of surprises and this one was no like no other. Game drives are not planned 
routes or predicted sightings. Its all a little luck, patience and interpreting animal behaviour - with all that mixed 
up you could have an eventful morning.  

 
We decided to cross the river for the morning and upon entering the water crossing just east of Ebony Lodge, we 
came across several hippos lying in shallow water. After watching them for some time, it was noted that two bulls 

were facing off and a battle was about to ensue...  

 

 
 
In the distance a young hippo calf was seen bopping around its mother. This was not a time for a young calf to 

get involved or get anywhere near the activity of the two large males. The two bulls sized each other up and 
began moving closer. As two large steam engines emerged out of the water, it was a head on collision. Slashing, 
snorting and growling could be heard, accompanied by several deep-honking sounds. The two bulls continued to 

strike against each other. Opening their jaws as wide as possible and exposing their large canine teeth that 
protrude forward for defence. Then each would retreat with wounds from the sharp canine teeth.  
 

On the picture below, it was evident that one of the hippos had broken his tooth or teeth during the battle.  
 
Hippos are responsible for the most human fatalities in a year, second to malaria. Fortunately these river 

monsters were too involved with warding off each other, and they gave no attention to our vehicle as we 
watched in amazement.  

 



 
 

 



 
 

 



Being a guide  Article by Daniella Kueck 
 
Being a guide has always been a huge passion of mine. Everyday that I spend in nature, breathing in the fresh 

air, watching beautiful sunrises and sunsets and spending copious amounts of time with all the different animals 
is a privilege. Each drive is like a new adventure, one which holds surprises around every corner. You never 
know what you could stumble across. 

 
The other day I took a group out on drive that was very interested in birds, specifically photographing them. We 
had pulled up to a small dam one afternoon drive. We were pleased to find a grey heron sunning himself on the 

one bank, and a male Egyptian goose swimming around while the female was sitting on her nest up in a dead 
tree in the middle of the dam. After a couple of pictures were taken, I noticed a pair of blacksmith lapwings on 
the opposite bank closest to us. It is very typical to find this bird species  close to water sources. The one bird, 

assumingly the female, was sitting in a very odd position; she wasn't lying down, yet she wasn't standing up 
straight either. I remember commenting at the fact that I had never seen a bird lay an egg, but I had a feeling 
that that was what she was maybe doing, and that it was the right time of the year. Lapwings are ground-

dwelling birds, digging out slight depressions in the ground forming their nests which they lay their eggs in, 
ensuring that the eggs don't roll away.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

We all grabbed our binoculars and sat for a couple of minutes and patiently waited, when suddenly out dropped 
an egg! It was unbelievable; we had just watched this bird lay an egg in the wild! 
 

The odds of this experience ever happening again are slim to none. And who knows how many times something 
small like this gets overlooked. It's moments like this that really make me fall even more in love with what I do. 
The fact that anything special could happen at any time. You just need to open your eyes! 

 
 

 

 



The beauty and purity of Mother Nature  Article by Johan Ndlovu 
 
Mother Nature (the natural force that affects the world and humanity) is the single most beautiful, pure, violent 

and indiscriminate force that affects the greatest to the smallest creatures. Nature has an order which is 
balanced throughout; all the animals in nature play a role where one keeps the other from over populating. In the 
wild it is survival of the fittest.                                                                                                   

 
The rhinoceros is an herbivorous creature, a large, heavy animal with an excessively thick skin and either one or 
two horns on its nose, which resides in Africa and South Asia. At its infant stage the rhinoceros is vulnerable to 

attack from large predators but as it reaches its adulthood it becomes a fierce force to be reckoned with.   
 

This is before the human race came into the picture and completely tarnished the natural order; our actions have 
endangered the rhinoceros species and put them 

on the verge of extinction. Rhino poaching is a 
serious offence which is not only eradicating the 
rhinoceros species; this will also restrict our 

future generation from having first-hand 
knowledge of these magnificent creatures. It is an 
agony to experience an orphaned rhinoceros 

infant. What pains most is the severity of the pain 
an alive rhino is left in once its horns have been 
hacked off. The works of men have left behind a 

bitter taste with Mother Nature. I merely pray that 
everyone’s heart may be softened to restore the 
natural order.   

 
The rhinoceros work vigorously to repopulate 
their species - as we were on a game drive with 

our guests we had not seen any animals for quite 
a long time, when we suddenly spotted a 

rhinoceros couple during their mating process! This shows us they have a chance to avert the crisis that has 

befallen them if poaching comes to a halt. Therefore, in this note, I’m appealing to all my fellow human being to 
please stop rhino poaching. The natural order is kept in balance. 
 

 
The beastly side of the beauties   Article by Andy Gibor 

 
Predator mothers teach their young to hunt by catching live prey for them and then letting them go so that the 
young, who have spent many hours over many months practicing stalking and ankle tapping on their siblings 

and mothers, can try their luck and skills on killing the prey.  
 
Often, once a young predator has left the 

security and protection of its mother it 
may continue to use this learning 
technique to hone their skills, as was the 

case recently when we watched a young 
male leopard stalk and pounce on a 
newborn grey duiker. We had been 

following a young male through a fairly 
thick area, off road. He had been raising 
his head and sniffing the air on a fairly 

regular basis, as well as using termite 
mounds as a vantage viewpoint to look 
out over the grassland to see what his 

options of prey may be. Suddenly he 
slunk down, dropping his head lower than 
his shoulders and stealthily snuck up on 

a baby grey duiker.    

 



The duiker scampered away as quick as it could but it was no match 
for the accomplished hunter who pounced. At times he would let the 
duiker get as far as 50 m and then grab the duiker again.  

 
The unsuspecting duiker screamed as the leopard pounced, but he 
did not pierce the skin. Instead he caught it between both front paws 

and then let the baby duiker go. When he had caught up to the 
duiker he nuzzled it with his head as we have watched lions greet 
one another, or mothers showing affection to their young, he then 

licked the baby duiker and cradled it in his front paws, before letting 
the duiker escape again. 
 

At one stage the duiker managed to crawl under a marula tree that 
had been pushed over by elephants, and was hiding underneath the 
branches, but like a skilled fly fisherman the leopard reached down 

beneath the branches and for the first time had his claws extended 
and hooked the duiker out from under the tree. By this stage the 
duiker was exhausted and with one final swat of his paw, the 

leopard killed the duiker and proceeded to eat all of it.  
 
While brutal to the onlookers its all about survival. 

 
 

Impala the ultimate in mammal design?                                            Article by Leon van Wyk 
 

As I begin to type this article on my cellular device at 21h40 on a cold night, I hear a couple of lions roaring just a 
few hundred metres away. They're not hunting tonight, as they're still full from a buffalo kill made two nights ago. 
I am inside my room, and I have a mug of hot coffee beside me. I have layers of warm clothing, and I have a 

warm bed to look forward to. My thoughts wander to the animals out there, and I wonder what the hundreds of 
impala that also heard the lions roaring must be thinking. Actually, they are probably pretty comfortable with it.  
Typically at night the impalas will congregate in open areas with short grass and relat ively few trees or bushes.  

It was full moon a few days ago, so that means that by now the waning gibbous moon only rises a couple of 
hours after sunset, but once it is up, it still sheds plenty of light, making it difficult for predators to get close to t he 
ever-watchful impala. 

 
Impala do not do a great deal of sleeping. Yes, they do lie down to rest, but usually just by folding their legs 
under their bodies. Usually their heads stay up as they dose for short periods. Often, some members of a herd 

will be standing on the fringes, a little more vigilant than individuals that are lying down, ruminating (chewing the 
cud.) On still, clear nights like this, it really is difficult for predators to catch them when they are out in the open.  
Should I, in my room with my warm gear and my coffee, feel sorry for all those defenceless impalas out there in 

the cold?  I think not. Their coats are quite effective at keeping them warm. On a cold day, you will notice that 
most of the impala have a matt or dull appearance to their coats. This is simply because the little erectile 
muscles paired with the hair follicles are causing the individual hairs to stand up, erect, so that the c oat as a 

whole is fluffed out. The air layer that is trapped in the brush-like coat is warmed by the body and is then kept 
close to the body. Why do they look dull? It's quite simple, really.  When the hairs are erect, the light rays 
penetrate into the coat and are absorbed. 

 
When the day warms up, the impala coats appear glossy, because the hairs are lying flat, so most of the rays of 
light from the sun that strike the coat are reflected back.  

 
When you read this article, the impala rutting season, or rut, will be something of the past. During the rut, a 
higher number of males would have lost their lives than at any other time of the year. A small number of these 

rams would have been killed in fights with rivals, but far more would have been killed by predators, particularly 
leopards. 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

This is because during that testosterone-charged period of aggressive, competitive behaviour, they are so 
focused on their fighting (which becomes really serious) that they are somewhat less able t o be on the lookout 
for danger. Leopards are normally very patient, stealthy hunters, but when they hear a serious fight taking place 

between two impala rams, with horns clashing and dust flying, they often drop their caution and come running 
straight in for the kill. 
 

Most of the adult female impala conceive every year 
(typically in late April or early May), and nearly all of them 
give birth to healthy offspring. The fact that the vast 

majority of the impala lambs are born within a few weeks of 
each other means that, to some extent, there is a surplus 
of potentially easier prey over this period. I use the term 

"potentially easier", because even a newborn impala, 
within an hour of birth, is a fleet-footed animal, capable of 
speeds way beyond those achieved by the fastest human 

athletes! In addition to that, their senses are very acute. 
What also works in their favour is the fact that the 
newborns have almost no body scent, so it can happen 

that if they are lying still in the grass, a predator might walk 
right past them without smelling them. I once saw a 
newborn impala lamb outwit and outmanoeuvre an adult 

male leopard that was stalking it on a moonlit night! 
 
While they are currently very abundant creatures 

throughout the Kruger National Park and adjacent private 
reserves, this has not always been the case. In the late 
1800s, the well known hunter and explorer Frederick 

Courtney Selous became quite excited when he saw a 
small group of about eight beautiful and graceful "pallah" - 
in those days, they were far less plentiful, being 

comfortably outnumbered by wildebeest and zebra.   

 



Why, then, are they now so abundant? It has a lot to do with habitat change. A natural process of ecological 
succession leads inevitably to the open grasslands being subjected to bush encroachment. This should not be 
seen as something negative, but as a phenomenon that is ongoing. Habitat does change, and it is influenced to 

some extent by the animals themselves, particularly elephants as they modify their own environment more than 
any other animal, except man. Impala are very well adapted to surviving and thriving on marginal areas, or on 
the ecotones between the open grasslands and the layers of bushveld. They don't particularly like long grass, 

and they also don't really thrive in dense bush, but much of the Kruger Park and the Sabi Sand offers them the 
perfect balance. 
 

Impala are very water dependent, and like to drink at least once a day. Typically, it would be rare to see any 
impala further than 2 km away from surface water.  
 

While very abundant within their range, impala are by no means the most widespread antelope in southern 
Africa. Common duiker, previously called grey duiker, enjoy a far more widespread distribution. The reasons for 
their success can be a topic for another day! 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

           Photographs on location by Ross Couper and Michelle Campbell 
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